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Abstract. Collaborative Filtering (CF) is an important building block
of recommendation systems. Alternating Least Squares (ALS) is the most
popular algorithm used in CF models to calculate the latent factor matrix factorization. Parallel ALS on Hadoop is widely used in the era of big
data. However, existing work on the computational efficiency of parallel
ALS on Hadoop have two defects. One is the imbalance of data distribution, the other is lacking the fine-grained parallel processing on the
rating data. Aiming on these issues, we propose an integrated optimized
solution. The solution first optimizes the rating data partition with the
consideration of both the number of involved data records and the partitioned data size. Then, the multithread-based fine-grained parallelism
is introduced to process rating data records within a map task concurrently. Experimental results demonstrate that our solution can reduce
the overall runtime of Hadoop ALS by 82.17% by maximum.
Keywords: Collaborative Filtering · Alternating Least Squares · Hadoop.
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Introduction

Recommendation[1][3][5][14] systems are designed to analyze and find available
user data to recommend relevant and interesting items to consumers, which
have become increasingly indispensable for the online businesses. Collaborative
Filtering (CF)[2][4] is an important building block in recommendation systems,
which predicts the user preference based on the preferences of a group of users
who are considered to be similar to the active user. Alternating Least Squares
(ALS) [16][22] is the most popular algorithm used in CF models to calculate the
latent factor matrix factorization. ALS can easily be parallelized and efficiently
handle the CF models that incorporate implicit data, and hence, it has been
proved to be more general and efficient than traditional methods.
Map/Reduce is a parallel programming model as well as the corresponding
framework that enables to process a massive volume of data with low-end computing nodes in a scalable and fault-tolerant manner. Hadoop is the most popular
implementation of Map/Reduce. The parallel Hadoop implementations of ALS
?
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(for short, Hadoop ALS) are of great interest in the era of big data. In this paper,
we mainly focus on the computational efficiency of parallel ALS on Hadoop. The
user-item rating data are the major data to be processed in ALS. Existing works
on Hadoop ALS have two limitations in the rating data processing. The first is
the rating data distribution imbalance[13][15]. In Hadoop ALS, the rating data
of a user or an item are represented as the < key, value > record. The size of
the records in the rating data are various. Existing works partition the rating
data equally among the parallel map tasks in term of the data size and do not
consider the different amounts of records involved in the partitioned data [23].
However, our observation demonstrates that the execution time of a parallel task
is mainly determined by the amount of processed rating data records. Hence, existing rating data partition in Hadoop ALS leads the load among parallel tasks
imbalance. The second limitation is lacking the fine-grained parallel processing
on the rating data. In Hadoop ALS, the rating data are parallel processed by
multiple map tasks. In each map task, a bunch of rating data records is processed
in serial. However, these data records can be processed independently without
any data dependency. Hence, more fine-grained parallelism should be exploited
within a map task to accelerate Hadoop ALS.
Aiming to overcome the above limitations, an integrated optimized solution
for Hadoop ALS is proposed. The solution first optimizes the rating data partition with the consideration of both the number of involved data records and
the partitioned data size. Then, the multithread mechanism in each map task is
introduced to process rating data records concurrently. With our solution, the
load balance and fine-grained parallelism can be achieved to accelerate the rating data processing in Hadoop ALS. In generally, the main contributions of the
paper can be summarized as follows.
1) Record-based rating data partition model. In this model, the rating data
records are partitioned into HDFS files. Each data record is mapped into one
HDFS file. To select the mapping file for a data record, the model partitions
these HDFS files based on their size and the number of involved records. The
model chooses the file with the minimum amount of records, when all files have
the similar file size, so as to balance the amount of involved records in the rating
data partitions and avoid the extreme situation that too many small-sized rating
records are mapped into one partition.
2) Fine-grained parallelism within the map task. In our solution, the multithread mechanism is introduced into the map tasks. We adopt the producerconsumer model in rating data processing. That is, the main process of map
task reads the rating data records and the forked threads parallel process these
records. We also introduce the golden section search method to determine the
map task number and the concurrent thread number, so as to balance the data
parallel reading and processing capacity of Hadoop ALS.
3) Performance Evaluation. We evaluate our solution with the MovieLens
20M Dataset from GroupLens. Experimental results demonstrate that our solution can reduce the overall runtime of Hadoop ALS by 82.17% by maximum,
while not hurting RMSE of Hadoop ALS significantly.
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Works in this paper are supported by 2019 BenchCouncil AI System and
Algorithm Challenge. 2019 BenchCouncil AI System and Algorithm Challenge
includes three system tracks and an algorithm track, i.e, Cambricon track[24][25],
RISC-V track[26], X86 track[27][28], and 3D face recognition track[29]. The challenge uses BenchCouncil AIBench as baseline[17][18], which is publicly available
from http://www.benchcouncil.org/benchhub/AIBench/(Sign up to get access). Also, BenchCouncil provides AI benchmarks for HPC[19], AIoT[21] and
Edge[20].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the principle
of the ALS algorithm and implementation of Hadoop ALS. Section 3 proposes the
record-based rating data partitioning model. Section 4 present the multithreadbased fine-grained parallelism with the map task. In Section 5, the performance
evaluation is present in detail. Section 6 describes the conclusion and future
works.
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Related Work

Many works optimize the ALS algorithm at the algorithm level. Based on Hadoop,
[12] proposed the collaborative filtering algorithm KASR to reduce the load on
the system by increasing parallelism at the thread level, so that it can reduce
the energy consumption. Based on spark, [10] proposed a GPU-based NMF algorithm, which can achieve high-speed operation and effectively handle nonnegative decomposition of high-order matrices and greatly improve computational efficiency. [8] enables the ALS algorithm to achieve high precision results
with less iterations and time. [9] extends the HALS to a distributed version
and compare with the existing ALS in Spark MLlib to proves its superiority.
However, these works all optimize and accelerate the ALS algorithm at the algorithm level, but ignoring the load imbalance problem of the sparse dataset on
the distributed computing platform, and lacking the work of optimizing the ALS
algorithm from the system level.
There are also works for layered parameter optimization and system modeling
for Hadoop. [6] and [7] construct a fine-grained what-if performance prediction
model, which integrates MapReduce job summary information, Hadoop cluster configuration information in job runtime, program input data and cluster
hardware resource configuration information. Based on this model, the authors
simulate the running effect of the program by adjusting the dataset size and
changing the core configurations, so as to further optimize the system.
[11] analyses various adjustment parameters on system level (number of map
task running simultaneously for each microserver node, block size of HDFS),
application level (application type and input data size), and architecture level
(operating voltage and frequency). The authors also discuss the impact of the
performance, power and energy efficiency of the Hadoop micro-benchmark. Their
work enlightens us to adjust the parameters and optimize the system at different
levels.
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Background of Hadoop ALS

In this section, we first describe the principle of ALS algorithm, then analyze
the problems existing in the parallel implementation of ALS on Hadoop.
3.1

Principle of ALS

Collaborative filtering is an important building block in recommendation systems, which generates recommendation based on the similarity of users or items.
In the famous Netflix Prize algorithm competition, [16] proposed the collaborative filtering based on Alternating Least Squares (ALS), which has significant
advantages over other algorithms on the computational efficiency because of the
embarrassing parallel characteristic of ALS. ALS adopts the iterative way to
solve a series of least squares regression problems. For the user-item rating matrix R, a low rank matrix X is found to approximate the original matrix R.
Solving R can be expressed as follows.
R ≈ X = U IT ,

(1)

where U ∈ C m×d , I ∈ C n×d and C represent complex numbers, m and n represent the numbers of rows and columns of the matrix R and d represents the
number of eigenvalues.
The specific process is to randomly generate U0 , and fix it to solve I0 , then
fix I0 to solve U1 , which is called alternating computing. ALS is convergent
because each iteration reduces the reconstruction error which has a lower bound.
However, the Matrix Factorization speed of ALS is slow with high computing
cost, which reflects the characteristics of computing-intensive workload.
3.2

Hadoop Implementation of ALS

Hadoop is the most popular implementation of Map/Reduce program model. A
typical Hadoop job consists at most one map phase and one reduce phase. Each
phase is executed with parallel tasks. In Hadoop job, the input data are represent
as the < key, value > pairs, the map/reduce task consumes one pair each time.
The user-item rating data are the major input data of ALS. In Hadoop ALS,
the rating data are organized in term of UserID or ItemID. That is, all rating
data associated with one user or item are represent by one ¡key, value¿ pair, with
UserID or ItemID as the key and all related rating data as the value. In Hadoop
ALS, we call such < key, value > pair as a rating data record.
Figure 1 shows the workflow of Hadoop ALS. In Hadoop ALS, the rating
data are first preprocessed and partitioned.Then,for each data partition, an ALS
map task is launched to process it. When all parallel map task finished, the new
Matrix U and I are generated. The above operations are conducted iteratively
until the number of iterations reaches the threshold.
In Hadoop ALS job, there isn’t the reduce phase. ALS map task consumes
one rating data record each time. There is no data dependency among record
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Fig. 1: Workflow of Hadoop ALS

processing. On the other hand, due to the uncertainty of user’s rating behavior,
the amount of rating data associated with users/items are various. Hence, the
size of the data records are quite different in rating data.

4

User-Item Rating Data Partitioning

In this section, we first analyze the distribution and time consuming of the useritem rating data records, then propose the record-based partition model for the
rating data.
4.1

Imbalance in Rating Data Processing

In Hadoop ALS, the user-item rating data are the major data to be processed
iteratively. In each iteration, the user-item rating data need to be processed in
term of user id and item id alternatively. Hence,in the Hadoop implementation
of ALS, the user-item rating data are represented as < key, value > list and
stored in two copies. In one copy, a record has the key as the user id and the
value as the collection of all rating data of a specific user and can be formatted as
huserid,[itemid:rating,itemid:rating...]i. The other copy has the key as the item
id and the value as the collection of all rating data of a specific item, and can be
formatted as hitemid,[userid:rating,userid:rating...]i. On the data processing, the
rating records are partitioned among the map tasks in the same data size. The
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Fig. 2: Runtime of Map Tasks in Hadoop ALS

map task reads one key-value record in each time and works out the statistics
of the comprehensive rating data of one user or item.
We evaluate the performance of ALS in Hadoop with the Movielen 20M data
on three computing nodes. The total size of user-item rating data is 724MB.
The number of map task is set to 6. In our evaluation, the jobs for the User
and Item matrix training are dominant the execution time of parallel ALS in
Hadoop. Among these, QR factorization is the core part, which takes up 86% of
User and Item Matrix training time. Figure 2 demonstrates the load imbalance
in the runtime of Item matrix training jobs. Among 6 map tasks, task 1 has
the significantly longer execution time than the other five tasks, at least four
times longer than others. We then analyze the data processed by each map task.
Figure 3 shows the data size and the key-value records processed by the six
tasks, respectively. Even though the rating data are partitioned equally in term
of data size, the key-value records distribution among parallel map tasks are
quite imbalanced. Particularly, the number of records processed by task 1 is 7
times larger than others at least. It is reasonable due to that with the amount
of items growing up, the user has more possibility to give the explicit ratings
to part of items randomly. This leads the various value numbers in key-value
records, and thus, the various record numbers in rating data partitions. On the
other hand, the computational complexity of QR factorization in Hadoop ALS
is represent as km3 , where k is the record number and m is the feature number.
Hence, in Hadoop ALS, tasks, which process the rating data partitions with
larger record amount, will have longer runtime.
4.2

Record-based Rating Data Partitioning

Based on our evaluation, We propose a record-based rating data partition model
in this section. Be different from the data partition in Hadoop ALS, for the two
rating data copies, the model partitions the data with the consideration of both
the partition data size and the records involved in each partition.
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Fig. 3: Data Size and Record Numbers of Map Tasks in Hadoop ALS

Figure 4 demonstrates the framework of our data partition model. In this
model, the rating data are partitioned and stored into several HDFS files. Each
data record is stored into only one file. The number of files is equal to that of
map tasks in Hadoop ALS jobs. We implement the rating data partitioning in
the rating data pre-processing job. The data partitioning algorithm is described
in Algorithm 1.

Fig. 4: Record-based Rating Data Partitioning Model

In this strategy, the inputs are the raw rating data record set and the number
of map tasks, the output is the HDFS file set containing the partitioned rating
data. The rating data are processed once a record. For each output file, a storing
priority is assigned. The priority can be expressed as Equation 2.
weight = (nvi /Nv ) × wv + (nri /Nr ) × wr ,

(2)

where, nvi is the number of values in the output file, nri is the amount of records
involved in output file i, Nv is the total number of values of all output files, Nr is
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Algorithm 1: Rating data partitioning algorithm
Input: the rating records list RecordsList,the number of output files OutputNum
Output: the output files set OutputfileSet
1: Initialize:OutputfileSet ← ∅;file ← ∅ ;
2: for i ← 1 to OutputNum do
3:
filei ← createOutputfile(i) ;
4:
filei .nv ←0 ;
5:
filei .nr ←0 ;
6:
AddFile(filei ,OutputfileSet) ;
7: for each recordi ∈ RecordsList do
8:
CalculateFilesWeight(OutputfileSet) ;
9:
file ← FindTheMinWeightFile(OutputfileSet) ;
10:
WriteRecord(recordi ,file) ;
11:
UpdateWeight(recordi ,file) ;
12: return OutputfileSet ;

the total amount of records stored in all output files, wr and wv are determined
by empirical values, but they need to satisfy Equation 3.
wr + wv = 1

(3)

We initialize an OutputfileSet, each file of it has four attribute which are
nv, nr, weight and there records list (Line 1). nvi and nri of each output file
are initialized to 0 (Lines 2 to 6). For each rating record, the following steps
are conducted. First, the storing priority of each output file is calculated with
Equation 2 (Line 8). Second, the file with highest priority is selected as the
record’s target output. Once there are multiple files with the highest priority,
the target output is selected randomly (Line 9). Finally, nv and nr of the selected
output file are increased by the number of values in the rating record and by one,
respectively (Line 10 to 11). Our partition strategy can balance the amount of
records involved in output files and avoid the extreme situation that too many
small-sized rating records are stored in one file. The priority weights wr and wv
enable users to make trade-off between the balance of data size and the record
amount among output files.

5

Multithread-based parallelism within map task

As described in Section 2, the processing of each rating data record is independent. Existing Hadoop ALS processes the rating data records in serial within a
map task. Hence, we introduce the multithread mechanism into the map task to
achieve the fine-grained parallelism in Hadoop ALS. Based on the multithread
mechanism, we adopt the Producer-Consumer model in the rating record processing. The model is shown in Figure 5. The main process of map task acts as
the producer to read the rating data records from HDFS files and put the records
into the record queue. The multiple threads forked in a map task are taken as
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Fig. 5: Producer-Consumer Model

consumers to fetch and compute the queued records concurrently. The proposed
Producer-Consumer model not only pipelines the rating data reading and computing, but also enables the fine-grained parallelism of rating data computation
within a map task.

Fig. 6: Overall Run Time of Different Concurrent Thread Sizes

For a specific ALS job, the size of parallel map tasks determines its data reading capacity and the size of concurrent threads within the map task determines
its data computing capacity. To achieve the capacity balance of data reading
and computing, we need to make the trade-off between these two size settings.
We first fix the map task size setting and examine Hadoop ALS performance
under different concurrent thread size settings. As Figure 6 shown, the execution time of Hadoop ALS job decreases with the concurrent thread size increase,
and reaches to the minimum when the total size of concurrent threads across all
map tasks is equal to the size of allocated computing resources. It is reasonable
for that Hadoop ALS workload is computing-intensive and each thread needs to
consume one computing core during its computation. Larger thread size setting
leads to the less average workload dispatched to a thread. However, when the to-
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tal size of threads exceeds that of allocated resources, the surplus threads will be
suspended due to the computing resource contention and make no contributions
to the Hadoop ALS performance improvement.
We further examine the relationship between Hadoop ALS performance and
the map task size setting under the constraint of the fixed size of allocated
computing resources. Denoting N as the size of allocated resources and m as the
N
. As shown in Figure 7,
map task size, we set the concurrent thread size as m
the relation function satisfies unimodal nonlinearity. Overall run time decreases
with the map task size goes up, because the data reading capacity increases
which matches the concurrent data computation capacity. Larger map task size
leads to less inner concurrent threads, degrading rating data records processing
throughput and in this situation, the capacity of data reading and computation
is imbalance, which increases overall run time.

Fig. 7: Overall Run Time of Different Map Task Sizes

Hence, we adopt one-dimensional search strategy based on golden section
heuristic method to find the optimal size settings. The search strategy can be
described as Algorithm 2.
During the search, we attempt to find the optimal configuration for performance of ALS. In this algorithm, we record all attempted performance in the
form of a tuple, (map task size, concurrent thread size), and all of tuples are
stored in Sampleset. First, we initialize Sampleset and the search boundary as
Mmin and Mmax (Line 1 to 2). Next, we iterated the following processing: we
employ Golden Section Method to calculate candidate lower and upper boundaries(Line 4 to 5), and we find performance by these in Sampleset. If not find,
0
0
e
set the map task size as bl or bu , the concurrent thread size as d Mmax
e or d Mbmax
0
0
b
l

u

to run ALS(Line 6 to 15). Then compare performance of two candidate boundaries, so as to determine how to update the search area(Line 16 to Line 19). The
above operations are conducted iteratively until the lower and upper boundaries
converge to small enough(Line 20). Finally, the optimal map task size is the one
of the lower and upper boundaries that performs better(Line 21 to 22).
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Algorithm 2: Optimized Map Task Size Searching Algorithm
Input: Mmin : the minimum map task size, Mmax : the maximum map task size,
λ: the Golden Section coefficient, : the search threshold
Output: m: the optimal map task size
1: InitializeSampleset()
2: bl ←Mmin ; bu ←Mmax
3: repeat
0
4:
bl ← bl + (1 − λ)(bu − bl )
0
5:
bu ← bl + λ(bu − bl )
0
6:
if(F indByKey(Sampleset, bl ) == False)
0
0
7:
tl ← runALS(bl , U pRct(bl , Mmax ))
0
8:
AddElement(Sampleset, (bl , tl ))
9:
else
0
10:
tl ← F indByKey(Sampleset, bl )
0
11:
if(F indByKey(Sampleset, bu ) == False)
0
0
12:
tu ← runALS(bu , U pRct(bu , Mmax ))
0
13:
AddElement(Sampleset, (bu , tu ))
14:
else
0
15:
tu ← F indByKey(Sampleset, bu )
16:
if (tl ≥ tu )
0
17:
bl ← bl
18:
else
0
19:
bu ← bu
20: until bu − bl ≤ 
21: m ← GetM inByV alue(Sampleset, bl , bu )
22: return m

6

Performance Evaluation

We compare the performance of our optimized Hadoop ALS with the original Hadoop ALS from AIBench. Besides the record-based rating data partition model and the fine-grained parallelism within the map task, we optimize
the JVM heap configurations of Hadoop ALS. In this section, we quantify the
contributions of these optimization options to the performance enhancement of
Hadoop ALS.
6.1

Experimental Design

The experiments are conducted on a cluster of 3 identical nodes supported by
2019 BenchCouncil AI System and Algorithm Challenge[17][18][19][20][21].There
is always one master node. Configurations of the cluster are described in Table
1. We execute Hadoop ALS on MovieLen dataset, which contains rating data
of multiple users for movies and is often used as the dataset for recommendation system and machine learning algorithm evaluations. We use two metrics in
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Table 1: Experimental Environment
Name

Configuration

CPU X86 platform, 64 cores, 8MB LLC
Memory
250 GB, 2667 MHz
OS
Kernel Linux 3.10.0
JVM
HotSpot JDK 8u221
Hadoop
Version 3.2.0
Mahout
Version 0.12.2

our performance evaluations, Overall Run Time (ORT) for the computational
efficiency and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) for the training accuracy.
ORT = te − ts
(4)
rP
0
2
i (vi − vi )
(5)
RM SE =
n
where te and ts represents the time stamp obtained at the end and the beginning
0
of ALS algorithm, vi and vi are the estimated value and the ground truth of
instance i, respectively and n is the total number of observed values.
6.2

Performance Result Analysis

We first compare the overall performance of our optimized Hadoop ALS (OPHA)
with the original Hadoop ALS (HA). The original Hadoop ALS are configured
and executed in two ways, MP and MT. For MP, we disable the multithread
mechanism in the map task and configure the size of map tasks as that of the
allocated resources. For MT, we deploy one map task in each node and configure
the thread size within a map task as the size of allocated resources in one node.
The experimental results are shown in Figure 8.

Fig. 8: ORT and RMSE of OPHA and Original Hadoop ALS

The experimental results demonstrate that OPHA outperforms both HA-MP
and HA-MT. The overall runtime is decreased by 82.17% and 61.19% respectively. However, RMSE is only increased by 0.22% by maximum. Even though
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all three Hadoop ALS implementations are executed with the same parallelism
(that is, HA-MP with 180 parallel task processes, HA-MT and OPHA with 180
concurrent threads), HA-MP achieves the worst performance on overall runtime.
This is for that, the process-level parallelism makes the rating data partitioned
into more pieces and processed by map tasks separately, which leads to the higher
possibility of load imbalance among these parallel tasks. On the other hand, the
thread-level parallelism enables the data sharing among concurrent threads, and
hence, increases the rating data records processing throughput within a map
task and lower the possibility of load imbalance among map tasks. Compared to
HA-MT, OPHA dispatches the rating data records among map tasks evenly and
optimizes the map task size and concurrent thread size settings to balance the
data reading and computation capacity, and hence, achieves better performance.

Fig. 9: Performance Contributions of Proposed Optimization Options

Figure 9 shows the performance enhancement contributions of all proposed
optimization options, which include Record-based rating Data Partitioning (RDP),
Fine-grained Parallelism (FP) and JVM heap size Optimization (JO). The overall runtime of Hadoop ALS can be reduced by 63.59% with RDP, further by
37.07% with FP, and finally by 22.18% with JO. The results prove that the rating data distribution imbalance and the serial data processing within the map
task are the main sources of inefficiency of the original Hadoop ALS, and our
integrated solution solve these two problems effectively.

7

Conclusion

In our work, we propose an integrated optimized solution for the parallel ALS on
Hadoop, which incorporates the record-based rating data partition and multithreadbased fine-grained parallelism within the map task. Experimental results demonstrate that our solution can reduce the overall runtime of Hadoop ALS by 82.17%
by maximum, while not hurting RMSE of Hadoop ALS significantly. In the future work, we will optimize the rating data partitioning strategy to accommodate
the situation of larger-sized rating data and multi-waved map task execution.
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